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Bringing the Multiplex to Antwerp:
A Battle of Two Giants
Abstract
This article investigates the introduction of the first multiplex in Antwerp, Belgium. Within
Europe, Belgium has traditionally been a leader in multiplex developments. Despite Antwerp’s
powerful position in terms of national film exhibition and distribution, the city’s first multiplex
arrived relatively late. By investigating the struggles of two major exhibitors in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, this case of Antwerp connects to findings for other countries (particularly the
UK and the US) concerning the effect of multiplexes on local exhibition structures and cinemagoing practices. In addition, it demonstrates how the specific time and location of the introduction of the city’s first multiplex were dictated by the particularities of the local exhibition
market, including its structure, its economic and political key players and its integration into
the city’s urban infrastructure.
Keywords: multiplex; Antwerp; Belgium; film exhibition; cinema history

The shift in focus from the analysis of film texts to studying the contexts of film production,
exhibition and consumption, an approach that would eventually be labelled New Cinema History,
has resulted in a substantial body of case studies.1 Compared to the first half of the twentieth
century, there are few studies investigating more recent cinema histories and particularly the
turn to multiscreen venues since the 1980s in regions beyond the Anglo Saxon confines.2 As
will be discussed in more detail in the next section, these studies suggest that the multiplex was
partly a consequence and initiator of fundamental changes in all branches of the film industry
in the last four decades of the twentieth century. They link the emergence of the multiplex to
technological and social change, as well as to processes of suburbanisation and market concentration (with American chains in the lead), and ascribe to it an uplift of cinema attendance in the
1980s and 1990s.3 However, investigation is still required to ascertain if the emergence of the
multiplex in other regions occurred along similar lines and which dynamics were at play. This is
not only important given differences in size (geography and population), but also regarding
cultural, economic and sociopolitical differences among European countries and regions.4
This article investigates the case of Antwerp, Belgium, with a focus on the introduction of
the city’s first multiplex and the struggles of two major exhibitors in the late 1980s and early
1990s – with each other as well as with local authorities. Within Europe, Belgium has long
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taken a pioneering position when it comes to multiplexes. Behind this success was the innovative exhibitor Albert Bert who, together with his sister-in-law, Rose Claeys, had been thriving on
the success of his multiscreen formula since the late 1960s. They would gradually expand their
empire and form what would become one of Europe’s leading groups of exhibitors: the Kinepolis
Group. Their multiplexes revitalised an otherwise dying classical film exhibition scene in various cities by providing up-to-date image and sound quality. This makes it even more surprising
that, despite its immediate success in many Flemish cities, they did not open a multiplex in
Antwerp, the country’s second largest and second most important city for film exhibition and
distribution, until 1993, twelve years after the opening of Belgium’s (and in fact Europe’s) first
multiplex: Decascoop in Ghent. As this article will show, one of the reasons for the delay was the
powerful position of one exhibitor, Georges Heylen, who dominated Antwerp’s cinema market
from the 1950s until the 1990s. His powerful position within Antwerp’s lucrative cinema
market not only gained him favourable conditions when negotiating with representatives of
Hollywood producers and distributors, but also in local politics.
The results presented in this study originate from two related historical research projects
about film exhibition, film audiences and cinemagoing in Flanders.5 For this article, methods
and insights from social geography were combined with business history to gain a multilayered
picture of practices of film exhibition and cinemagoing. Particular attention was given to the
location, design, management and ownership of the cinemas and their integration into the
fabric of urban life.6
By examining the workings of exhibition practices on a local level, this study shows that the
case of Antwerp bears many similarities with findings from other case studies for the US and
the UK. At the same time, it demonstrates the value of microhistorical research for a better
understanding of the practices of film exhibition within their particular social, economic and
media-historical contexts and the role of economic and political players in the local exhibition
market.

The impact of multiplexes on film exhibition and cinemagoing
Literally, multiplex refers to a multiscreen cinema complex. However, definitions of the multiplex vary, particularly with regard to the minimum number of screens (ranging from two to
eight), design (in- or exclusion of former single-screen cinemas) and ancillary activities.7
Following the generally accepted definition used by MEDIA Salles (co-founded by the European
Union and representing experts from the industry as well as academia), in this article I distinguish between multiscreens on the one hand, and multiplexes and megaplexes on the other. In
contrast to multiscreens, multiplexes and megaplexes have at least eight or sixteen screens,
respectively, and were specifically designed for several screens.8
The first ideas of cinemas with two or more screens circulated as early as the 1940s, yet it
was not until the 1960s that the multiscreen concept gained ground in the US and the UK.9
With multiscreen projection exhibitors aimed at maximising audiences while keeping costs low,
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as it allowed for higher economic efficiency (centralised business processes), fewer empty seats,
more flexibility in film programming and potentially bigger choice for audiences.10 As such,
multiscreen projection was a reaction to an ongoing decline in cinema attendance which had
been haunting the film industry since the immediate post-war years, a period characterised by
waves of suburbanisation, increased mobility (cars) and changed leisure patterns. The changes
in exhibition facilitated the switch in distribution practices from a downtown-orientated system
of run zones to saturation booking, since multiscreen projection meant more screens in fewer
sites and allowed for films to open more widely, but for shorter periods of time. These shifts also
meant that exclusive screenings and premieres were no longer the privilege of downtown
cinemas, but were increasingly scheduled for multiplexes located on the periphery of urban
centres.11 This was propelled by the household invasion of cable TV and VCRs, which took over
the role as second-run exhibition outlets in the 1980s. This meant that it was not the film
medium itself that had lost its appeal, but rather the practice of cinemagoing.12
Although the multiscreen concept initially seemed to halt the ongoing decline in theatrical exhibition, this was short-lived. The innovation in exhibition practices in the 1960s and
1970s did not result in the much-hoped-for revival in cinemagoing. Up until the late 1970s,
only ten percent of theatres were equipped with multiple screens, of which eighty percent had
only two screens.13 Particularly in the UK, admissions and the number of screens kept dropping, mostly at the cost of city-centre cinemas. The first-generation multiscreen cinemas were
marked by several drawbacks, which were often the result of conversions of single-screen to
multiscreen venues. The splitting up of formerly large auditoriums had its negative sides:
tiny screens, poor sound (no soundproof auditoriums), obstructed sight lines and little comfort (leg space).14
It took some drastic changes to successfully arrest the demise in the exhibition industry. A
revived interest in the film medium spurred by the proliferation of VCR and cable TV, relaxed
urban planning policies and, first and foremost, a changed notion of cinemagoing brought
audiences back to the cinemas. Exhibitors realised that cinema was as much – or even more –
about the practice of cinemagoing as it was about the (choice of) films. As most multiplexes
were integrated into large leisure complexes, cinemagoing could be marketed as part of a package of total entertainment, elevating it to an eventful night or even day out.15
Hence, the mid-1980s saw an immense proliferation of multiplexes with evermore and
bigger screens, offering greater comfort and convenience, higher technological standards as
well as easy access and ample and free parking.16 Moreover, a greater flexibility with regard to
film programming lowered the risks of box office failures, which added to the advantages of
lower operating costs for maintenance and staff due to centralised business processes. As they
were often built on cheaper land on the peripheries of urban centres, the multiplex boom also
had an impact on the (often traditional, non-multiplex) cinemas in downtown and city centre
areas. Exactly how multiplexes affected existing cinemas, however, is difficult to assess, as it
depends on a complex interaction of various factors, including the health of those cinemas, the
local practices of cinemagoing and the local economic, cultural and traffic infrastructure.17 I will
return to this discussion in the paragraphs below.
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In the wake of the success of the multiplexes, the mid-1990s saw a proliferation of a new
kind of cinema: the megaplex. According to Charles Acland, the emergence of the multiplex
was part of an industry-wide logic to ‘“supersize” the cinemas, along with the concessions.’18
Characterised by a large number of screens and large auditoriums, but most of all by a plethora
of ancillary activities sold in addition to the film (such as game corners or live broadcasts of
opera and sports events), cinemagoing had to become a lifestyle decision rather than a product-based decision. The horizontal integration of leisure activities had to bind costumers to
the site for more than the duration of a film.19 Whereas early multiplexes were integrated into
leisure complexes, in the megaplex, the cinema itself was ‘the central, organising feature’.20
Often, the construction of megaplexes happened in the context of processes of ‘recentralisation’, or ‘renewed interest in city centres, as both hubs of commercial activity […] and of
residential location.’21 In order to revitalise degraded areas, cinemas, similarly to bars and
restaurants, had to encourage customers to spend time in these areas outside normal shopping
and working hours.22 However, the megaplex building craze was only a brief one, as the increase
in the number of screens was not paralleled by increased attendances, thus rather ‘eroding the
industry’s profitability’.23 Just like the multiscreen cinemas and multiplexes before them, the
megaplexes turned out to be a temporary ‘response to an ever-mutating set of conditions of
screen traffic.’24
Within Europe, Belgium was one of the forerunners in adopting the multiscreen concept.
It was among the first countries in Europe to open a multiplex and the first country in the world
to open a megaplex (see below). In 1999, the country was among the top five European countries in terms of the number of multiplexes, and this despite its relatively small market (in terms
of country size, population and admissions).25 Belgium’s top position was grounded, to a great
extent, in the success of what became known as the Kinepolis Group.
The Kinepolisation of Belgium: the success of Albert Bert and Roos Claeys
Before and after World War I, Belgium’s cinema sector was booming. Even compared to nations
with larger film industries in Continental Europe (such as France and Germany), Belgium had
the highest number of cinemas per capita.26 The year 1957 saw the highest number of cinemas
ever recorded in Belgium, with a total of 1,585. At that point, however, Belgium’s cinema sector
was heavily oversaturated. After cinema attendance had reached an all-time peak in 1945, it
continuously declined until the 1970s. Between 1945 and 1957 alone, the average number of
tickets sold per cinema in Belgium had dropped by more than fifty percent.27
The success story of Kinepolis started in 1970, when Albert Bert opened the first duplex in
the Flemish town of Harelbeke, two years after he had taken over the cinema from his father
and installed a second screen. After joining forces with his sister-in-law, Rose Claeys, in 1972,
they opened a triplex in Hasselt, followed by the five-screen cinema Pentascoop in Kortrijk in
1975 (see Figure 1 for the animated history of the company posted at the corporate website).28
Although mostly operating separately, thriving on their multiscreen and multiplex success, Bert
and Claeys would grow to become key players in the Belgian cinema market.
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Figure 1. Kinepolis: Our History. Corporate film by Kinepolis about the company’s history. Source: Kinepolis
Group, accessed 30 November 2017, https://corporate.kinepolis.com/en/about-kinepolis/history.

After the opening of Decascoop in Ghent – the second largest city of Flanders after Antwerp
and the capital of the province of East Flanders – in 1981, Bert and Claeys had increased their
lead and solidified their position amongst the top Belgian exhibitors. Decascoop was the first
purpose-built multiplex cinema in Europe and served as an inspiration for multiplex cinema
architecture for representatives of the American majors.29 Seven years later, they would open
the world’s first megaplex, Kinepolis, in Brussels, housing twenty-five screens.30
For Bert and Claeys, the formula to success rested on three pillars: economisation of the
business operation, quality and mobility of customers (meaning easy access and ample and
free parking space).31 The first pillar concerned management according to economics of scale.
According to Bert, the economic advantages of the multiplex concept were the central projection
booth, limited labour costs, the broad range of film supply, the possibility to screen a film
on multiple screens without the need of extra copies as well as flexible programming depending
on a film’s performance.32
The second pillar – quality – was based on Bert’s firm belief in the importance of permanent innovation in order to offer customers the highest comfort. As the group explained, based
on an analysis and overview of cinema utilisation in Brussels, in agglomerations and nationwide, the cinema business was in fact about selling a ‘mix of product (film), presentation (projector and sound) and comfort (quick sale, friendly treatment and comfortable cinemas).’33 They
realised that the cinema business was about the film-viewing and cinemagoing experience as
much as it was about the film. Bert highlighted the disadvantages of the recycled multiscreens
and the splitting up of theatres:
Often, this happened quite improvidently, with tiny auditoriums and little seating comfort. Twenty years later, nearly all metropolises have such outdated complexes with
mini-halls, tiny screens and a vision and sound quality that is inferior to the hi-fi or
video system in people’s living rooms. And you don’t even have the seating comfort as
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in the vintage cinemas from the forties and fifties, as they are only cherished in Antwerp
any longer, and the restroom is the only place where you can stretch your legs.34
In other words, Bert and Claeys acknowledged that while they might have had less influence on
the product, they could optimise the service. Hence, constant innovation was an important focal
point and had to serve the enhancement of the film-viewing experience.
The Bert Group and Claeys Group predominantly invested in multiplexes located in urban
centres and major regional centres.35 Their efforts paid off and Belgium saw its cinema attendance rise once more. By the early 1990s, Belgium had one of Europe’s most technologically
advanced cinema sectors.36 In 1997, the Bert and Claeys Groups were merged to form the
Kinepolis Group, later simplified to Kinepolis, which would herald the beginning of almost a
decade of international expansion. Currently, Kinepolis operates 499 screens in 48 cinema
complexes in seven European countries, including the Netherlands, France, Spain, Luxemburg,
Switzerland and Poland.37
Remarkably, the Bert and Claeys Groups stayed away from Antwerp for more than two decades
after Bert had opened his first duplex in Harelbeke. While they were successfully opening multiplexes in practically every corner of Belgium and abroad, it was only in 1993 that they opened the
megaplex Metropolis in north Antwerp, which was also the city’s first multiplex. A major reason
for this relatively late entry into Antwerp’s lucrative exhibition market was its local structure.

Antwerp Cinema City and the Rex cinema group of Georges Heylen
As elsewhere in Belgium, in the medium-sized city of Antwerp, the number of cinemas kept
growing until the late 1950s (for a dynamic map of the location and capacity of the cinemas
from 1902 until 2017, see Figure 2). At the end of World War II, Antwerp had 39 cinemas, and
by the 1950s the number had risen to 50.38 Antwerp’s exhibition market was highly fragmented,
geographically as well as economically. In the immediate post-war period, cinemas were located
in nearly every neighbourhood, with clustering of cinemas in a number of neighbourhoods
and districts. Also, economically speaking, Antwerp’s cinema market was quite fragmented
until the 1960s, with most exhibitors – or groups of exhibitors – operating one to three cinemas.
In contrast to Ghent, for instance, where a third of the cinemas had to close down within a tenyear period, the number of cinemas in Antwerp remained quite stable until the early 1960s.39
In terms of seating capacity, Antwerp’s exhibition market was also quite heterogeneous,
with cinemas varying from 150 to 2,000 seats. Most of the larger cinemas were located in the
Station Quarter, yet this area also had a comparatively high number of small theatres. In other
words, the diversity of cinemas, particularly in the Station Quarter, was quite impressive. The
high concentration of screens and seats in Antwerp was mirrored by high admission figures, yet
only initially. The average level of occupation of seats in cinemas within the agglomeration of
Antwerp declined drastically within a decade; thus, while Antwerp’s cinema market had a
healthy appearance from the outside (in terms of the number of cinemas), it was already fragile
on the inside (decreased attendance).
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Figure 2. Dynamic map of the location of the cinemas in Antwerp and adjacent districts from 1902 until 2017
(see: https://vimeo.com/277556357/dade50fd14). The different colours indicate the opening years of the cinemas.
Red markers: cinemas opened before 1920. Orange markers: cinemas opened between 1920 and 1939. Yellow:
between 1940 and 1959. Light green: between 1960 and 1979. Green: between 1980 and 1999. Blue: after
2000. The author wishes to thank Jaap Boter for helping creating this map.

The decline in admissions heralded the first radical break in the physiognomy of Antwerp’s
cinema landscape, and the 1960s marked the beginning of processes of geographical and economic concentration. Similar to developments in the UK and the US, the golden era of the 1950s
in Flanders brought increased wealth and greater mobility, which affected recreational patterns
(going on holiday, affordability of TV screens, etcetera). Yet, for many Antwerp citizens in particular, it also meant a massive abandoning of the poorer neighbourhoods in the inner city and the
move to the outskirts, where modern apartment buildings offered more comfort and luxury. In
addition, the large-scale introduction of television (after Belgium had hosted the first major World
Fair Expo in 1958) meant that by the mid-1960s people would no longer find luxury and entertainment in cinema palaces alone, but were also given the alternative of watching entertainment
programmes in their homes, which were now warm and cosy thanks to central heating.40 The
neighbourhood cinemas were especially suffering the effects of this. In the course of the 1960s,
the absolute number of cinemas in Antwerp dropped considerably – and it did so in most areas.
The maps in the dynamic map (Figure 2) above show a consistent clustering of a large
number of cinemas in one particular area up until the 1990s: the Station Quarter. This area
accommodated not only the highest number of cinemas but also the most prestigious ones. It is
the neighbourhood near Antwerp’s Central Station and along both sides of the sumptuous avenue
De Keyserlei – also referred to as ‘Antwerp’s Champs Elysées’.41 The accumulation of between
fifteen and twenty cinemas in the 1950s within a radius of five hundred metres offered Antwerp’s
citizens and visitors film choices within one giant open-air ‘multiplex’ (see Figure 3). The wide
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Figure 3. Map of cinemas within the Station Quarter in 1952, 1962, 1972, 1982 and 1992. The green markers
depict cinemas belonging to Heylen’s cinema group. Red markers: competing cinemas. Blue markers: exhibitors’
names not documented.
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choice of films and cinemas in combination with easy access due to the favourable location near
a broad range of public transport facilities gave the cinemas in the Station Quarter a great appeal.42
The Station Quarter was also the place where Georges Heylen (1912–1995) would start
building his cinema empire after World War II. He became involved in the cinema business in
the 1930s, and in 1941 he became the director of one of the most prestigious cinemas, the Rex,
which was heavily damaged during World War II. After the reopening of the Rex in 1947, Heylen
would gradually take over one cinema after another until, by the late 1960s, he gained a quasimonopoly position in the Station Quarter and had become the biggest exhibitor in Antwerp’s
inner city and adjacent districts (see Figure 3 for his growing power there).43 Because of
the prominent role of the Rex as Heylen’s flagship cinema, his cinema group was often –
incorrectly – referred to as the ‘Rex concern.’44
Along with the processes of geographical and economic concentration in the 1960s,
Antwerp’s cinema landscape underwent yet another radical change in the 1970s, with a gradual
disappearance of the large single-screen and the opening of the first multiscreen cinemas. Midsize cinemas and big picture palaces no longer dominated Antwerp’s cinema landscape, but
rather small-size cinemas and screens.45 The multiplication of screens also resulted in the
number of screens in Antwerp’s inner city and surrounding neighbourhoods and districts temporarily being higher (around 1982) than in the early 1970s, potentially increasing film offer
and film choice.
Despite his leading position and his reputation for being original and innovative, Heylen
was not the first to take the initiative in multiscreen exhibition in Antwerp.46 The first multiscreen to open its doors in Antwerp was Calypso (two, and later three, screens), opened in 1973
by the successful Dutch cinema entrepreneur Piet Meerburg and located directly opposite
Heylen’s flagship cinema, the Rex.47 Calypso was soon followed by the film house Cartoon’s (two,
and later three, screens) in 1978 in Antwerp’s historical centre. Yet, compared to most Flemish
cities, in Antwerp, there was a lag in the number of screens relative to the number of seats.48
Heylen only began following the multiscreen trend in 1980, mostly by splitting up single-
screen cinemas or installing smaller screens in their basements. With the splitting up of his
cinemas, Heylen also started ‘redistributing’ them across the Station Quarter: well-known
cinema names disappeared only to surface again in other buildings (see Figure 4 as an example
for the re-opening of cinema Odeon in 1986). Most remarkable was the accumulation of four
such multiscreen cinemas in the very same building complex situated on the corner of De
Keyserlei and Anneessensstraat, which had been home to the Rex and the cinema Metro
(Antwerp’s largest cinema giant with more than 1,500 seats) for more than four decades.49
By accommodating four different cinemas practically under one roof, Heylen had actually
created a thirteen-screen cinema complex. However, most of Heylen’s ‘new’ auditoriums offered
fewer than 100 seats and were considered by cinemagoers as unattractive, tiny fleapits with little
‘puppet’ screens.50 Heylen’s ill management and half-hearted investments in more and smaller
screens stood in contrast to the successful strategy of the Bert–Claeys family.
The splitting of single-screen cinemas and the reopening of multiscreen cinemas mainly
occurred in the Station Quarter (and in Antwerp’s historical centre), where cultural life was
most lively. In contrast, cinemas in the districts closed down. They were predominantly owned
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Figure 4. Edition of the newsreel Antwerpse Kinema Aktualiteiten about the relocation and re-opening of c inema
Odeon as a multiscreen complex in 1986. Source: patsofilm, Cinema Odeon opening 1986 (online video, 23 April
2018). https://youtu.be/iQYYs05Yxms. Approximately 1,500 of these newsreels were produced on behalf of Heylen
between 1960 and 1992 to be screened at cinemas prior the main film. After his bankruptcy, a conflict about copyrights and preservation arose between the curator, co-producer Belgavox and Flemish television channel BRTN.

by private investors with a comparatively low number of cinemas. For them, the heavy investments were out of proportion to the potential earnings. The Station Quarter remained a magnet
for cinemagoers up until the late 1980s. For some, it was the last place in Belgium where
cinemas still defined the streetscape.51 However, the previously mentioned depopulation of
Antwerp’s inner city went hand in hand with an increase of business there, including growing
problems with traffic and parking.52 In addition, in the late 1980s and the 1990s, the Station
Quarter – which had once been Antwerp’s jewel in a literary and figurative sense – became
increasingly associated with drug trafficking, high crime rates and dilapidated buildings.53
These problems heavily affected cinema attendances and led to a cultural, social and economic
erosion of parts of the inner city, especially the Station Quarter.
Although Heylen kept his relatively powerful position in terms of the number of cinemas,
it was more or less a question of keeping up appearances. The neglected interiors of his remaining cinemas in the Station Quarter mirrored the poor situation on the streets outside. The closure of many of his cinemas along with the liquidation of many of his companies in the early
1990s cast a looming shadow that indicated the fall of his empire. Ironically, 1993, which
became a top year for the Belgian cinema industry, signalled Heylen’s ultimate downfall.54 On 3
September 1993, he was declared bankrupt and his remaining seventeen cinemas, most of
which were located in the Station Quarter, had to close down immediately. About six weeks later,
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Metropolis, Antwerp’s first multiplex (and megaplex), opened its doors in north Antwerp. The
introduction of Metropolis, however, faced numerous obstacles.
Bringing Metropolis to Antwerp
By the end of the 1970s, the cinema industry in six of the eight major cities and towns in
Belgium was dominated by either Bert, Claeys or Heylen. Their territories were well defined,
which suggests that they were not in direct competition. An analysis of the economic performance of cinema chains in Flanders in 1979 and 1980 also revealed that, of the thirteen cinema
complexes examined, Bert and Claeys’ multiplex Pentascoop scored best, with Heylen’s ‘Rexconcern’ [sic] second best.55
As explained in the previous paragraph, Heylen entered the multiscreen business comparatively late. By the early 1980s, the differences between the exhibition strategies of the Bert and
Claeys Groups on the one hand, and that of Heylen on the other, were striking: although Heylen
operated more than twice as many cinemas in Flanders and Brussels in 1982 than Bert and
Claeys put together, they had far more screens than Heylen at that point (see Figure 5). With
Heylen having an average of 1.4 screens per cinema, and Bert and Claeys, combined, having an
average of 4.4, they represented the opposite ends of the spectrum of the bigger players in the

Number of cinemas
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exhibitors

Total
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1

15

0

141

156

2

2

2

25

29

3

1

3

13

17

4

0

0

4

4

5

1

2

1

4

7

0

1

1

2

8

0

0

2

2

10

0

1

0

1

Total number of
screens

27

40

274

341

Total number of
cinemas

19

9

187

215

Average number of
screens/cinema

1.4

4.4

1.5

1.6

Figure 5. Total number of cinemas and screens in Flanders and Brussels in 1982 and the absolute shares of
Heylen, and Bert and Claeys. Source: Federatie van Cinémas van België (FCB), “Lijst der 35 mm bioscopen
1982” (Brussels, 1982).
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exhibition market in Flanders and Brussels in the early 1980s.56 In 1987, one year before the
opening of the megaplex Kinepolis, Bert and Claeys had also overtaken Heylen in terms of the
number of venues: operating 31 cinemas in Belgium compared to Heylen’s 29.
In addition to the differences in the venue–screen ratio, the two cinema giants also differed
with regard to investment in innovation. As explained above, rather than choosing to substantially invest in long-term improvements, Heylen invested in superficial solutions to structural
problems. This did not go unnoticed by outsiders. For example, Bert was quoted in the local
newspaper regarding sharing his vision about exhibition, thereby also indirectly criticising
Heylen as representative of the Antwerp market:
This one big cinema as a flagship surrounded by a lot of miniscule cinema halls is not
Bert’s idea of a modern cinema complex. ‘Most often the difference in quality between
the big and the smaller cinemas is too big. In Kinepolis, we don’t scale down; sometimes there might be a hundred seats fewer, but every auditorium offers the same comfort, with double arm rests, space for the legs and a decent distance between the first
row and the screen.’57
Next to Bert, members of the city council lamented the status of Heylen’s cinemas, as will be
addressed below.
A third reason for Heylen’s relatively late arrival lies in a contract dating from 1980 in
which members of the Claeys family, on the one hand, and Heylen and F. Van Groeningen
(director of the Rex group’s distribution companies NV Excelsior and NV Filimpex at that
moment), on the other, had stipulated several agreements. As part of the contract, Heylen agreed
not to construct new cinemas or reopen existing ones in the Flemish province of Limburg,
while the Claeys family were not to construct new cinemas or reopen existing ones in the
provinces of Antwerp and West and East Flanders for a period of 20 years. In addition, Heylen
had to guarantee the Claeys Group priority rights for his films in the province of Limburg for a
period of ten years, while the Claeys, in turn, were obliged to screen his films there.58 Since the
Bert side of the family was not included in the contract, there was no question of breach of contract when they opened Decascoop in Ghent in 1981.
The same agreements would hold for Antwerp, but it is alleged that Bert’s plans for the
construction of a multiplex in the city had already circulated by the mid-1980s. In 1989, the
year after the opening of Kinepolis in Brussels, the plans were picked up again. In a letter of
August 1989, Albert Bert and his son, Joost, asked the local authorities for permission to construct a cinema complex in south Antwerp. The letter included details of the Berts’ ambitious
plans. The cinema complex would have twenty screens and six thousand seats and was not
only supposed to become the ‘most advanced and best conceptualised cinema of the world’,
but was to be accompanied by a ‘big entertainment centre with a giant parking lot’, later to be
extended by ‘a water park and sports facilities’ (see Figure 6).59 The Berts concluded their
descriptions of the entertainment centre by claiming that ‘[t]his village, which will already be
a tourist attraction on its own, will be finalised with as much finesse as Main Street in Walt
Disney Orlando’.60
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Figure 6. Sketch of the Metropolis complex as part of the dossier as submitted to the city of Antwerp in August 1993.
The numbers indicate the corresponding parts of the complex: 1 – cinema complex, 2 – the village, 3 – parking.

Their plans clearly illustrate what Acland describes as a trend in the exhibition sector, where
the Disneyland model was to serve as a positive example, with a variety of leisure activities combined in one location and the result that the cinema experience was only part of a package of
‘total entertainment’. 61 Implicit in this demand, as Acland suggests, is the message that it was
not film that required refinement but rather ‘the context of cinemagoing’.62 The Berts’ design
thus echoes what Acland discusses as the ‘interconnectedness of media and contexts’, which
‘contributes to the fabric of everyday life as experienced and negotiated habitually by people.’63
It also suggests that the Berts must have realised that – to use Hanson’s words (pointing to the
demise of the British cinema industry in the 1970s and early 1980s) – ‘Film viewing as a popular cultural activity was very much alive: it was cinema-going that was not.’64
Despite the grandeur of the project, the Berts did not gain permission from local authorities, primarily due to fears of possible threats for the inner-city cinemas, a possible gentrification of the area and an increase of traffic problems. At the same time, the city authorities were
not entirely against such a project either and initiated a thorough and comprehensive
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investigation on behalf of the city of Antwerp considering the possibility of a cinema complex
there. This investigation comprised two phases: first, an examination of the general interest in
a new cinema complex in Antwerp and an estimation of the degree to which a new cinema
complex would become a potential threat to the inner-city theatres; second, an examination of
concrete locations.65
Such questions about possible installations of cinema complexes within cityscapes were
not uncommon. In one of their first preliminary reports regarding more general considerations
of the desirability of a multiplex in Antwerp, as well as of possible locations, members of the
non-profit organisation Stad aan de Stroom (SaS, meaning City on the River) pointed to rescue
plans for centre cinemas in Belgium as well as abroad. The members acknowledged the importance of the cinemas for the inner city by asserting that the
disappearance of the centre cinemas disturbs the functioning of the inner city. The
centre cinemas represent a welcome counterweight for the concentration of offices and
shops. The complementarity lies predominantly in the moment they generate activity
and bustle.66
In addition, they underlined that ‘[t]he conflux of cinemagoers and their influence on the surrounding catering establishments prevent the centre from looking dead and void after office
hours.’67 However, the team also recognised that
none of Antwerp centre cinemas [has] an architectural quality that is comparable to
those in Brussels or abroad which had been included in the ‘rescue program’. In addition, the interiors were just as irrelevant.68
By no means did the members of the SaS want to follow Brussels’ model of subsidising
threatened centre cinemas since it had actually failed its mission.
Taking the arrival of Kinepolis in Brussels as an example of how not to proceed, they
formulated three pillars of a preventative policy for the situation in Antwerp. These included
a considerable limitation on the programming of Metropolis, a protection of the function of
the centre cinemas, and a stimulation of the modernisation of the cinemas. Ideally, Antwerp’s
cinema sector would be based on a bipolar model (as in the city of Liège), with, on the one
hand, a cinema complex outside the city centre to recruit people from the region and, on the
other hand, a healthy cinema life in the city centre predominantly targeting the city dweller.69
There were preconditions for a successful implementation. First, Heylen must commit
himself to continuing the utilisation of the centre cinemas and investing in their modernisation. Second, it was required that the two poles – that is, Heylen and the Bert and Claeys
Groups – would have to be equivalent. To ensure this, the centre cinemas had to remain
under one umbrella to offer sufficient counterweight to the suburban cinema complex.
Third, Antwerp’s cultural sector had to guarantee that the arrival of Metropolis would not
result in an impoverishment of the film supply. Fourth, a statement had to be made
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acknowledging that the disappearance of the cinemas in the city centre would lead to a further e rosion of the city.70
The reports clearly demonstrate the general interest of the city in a new cinema complex,
albeit under the condition that the continuance of the inner-city cinemas could be safeguarded.
The latter was also in the interest of proprietors of the restaurants and shops in the Station
Quarter, who feared that the closure of the cinemas would contribute to the degradation of the
area. What was most astonishing, however, was that according to the results from a survey conducted by the local newspaper, the target group of the whole enterprise – Antwerp’s citizens and
the cinemagoers themselves – could not care less: there was a low response, and more than
eighty percent of the respondents deemed a new cinema complex as not desirable.71
A review of newspaper coverage indicates that the different parties in the city council
remained split in their opinions on the issue. Members of the city council belonging to the
Christian People’s Party (CVP, of which Heylen was also a prominent member) and the green
party Agalev (abbreviation for ‘Anders Gaan Leven’, meaning ‘living differently’), for example,
argued against the introduction of Metropolis, as it would threaten the cinema business as well
as cultural and economic life in the Station Quarter. Antwerp’s mayor, Bob Cools, remarked that
it ‘would be a shame if a cinema such as the Rex would disappear, for such a symbol should
remain in existence, if only for historical reasons.’72 In contrast, councillor for city planning and
member of the Socialist Party (SP), John Mangelschots, argued in favour of Metropolis by pointing to the poor situation of the cinema sector in the Station Quarter, suggesting that the question depended on the way in which the inner-city cinemas were utilised in the future.
Mangelschots also pointed out that although several ideas had been put forward, with the
exception of Metropolis, no other plans had yet been substantiated with details or building
applications.73
Mangelschots’ concerns mirrored arguments brought forward by the PR manager of the
Bert and Claeys Groups, Christian Nolens, who resolutely rejected arguments against Metropolis
by emphasising that instead of trying to steal cinemagoers from the centre cinemas, the group
aimed at revitalising cinemagoing in Belgium by bringing other segments of the population
back to the cinemas – those who rarely, if at all, visited cinemas. Metropolis was presented by
the cinema group ‘as a kind of universal “Authentic Antwaarps Cinema”, but then the biggest
and the best.’74 In addition, as Nolens argued, cinema attendance in Antwerp had been declining dramatically for twenty years, and six percent of the audience in the multiplex Kinepolis
Brussels actually came from Antwerp city.75
The decision for or against the construction of a multiplex in the suburbs of Antwerp was
the first and also the last great battle of two giants in Antwerp’s cinema sector during the whole
period of the Rex cinema group’s existence. By 1990, the Bert and Claeys Groups had 71 screens
in Belgium, while Heylen had 28. The local press extensively covered the race for Antwerp’s first
multiplex, and as often as there were items about Metropolis, there were comments against it
by Heylen. His manifold arguments usually centred around two issues: that Antwerp’s citizens
would never go and see a film somewhere outside of the city when they could combine cinemagoing with a good night out in the centre, and that Metropolis would remain a utopia.
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Figure 7. Picture of the maquette as part of the plans for a multiplex in the building complex looked at from the
De Keyserlei – Anneessenstraat. Source: Brochure by French architect Sylvia Denicelle, kept in the archive of
insolvency records of the Rex group.

When this utopia gradually became reality and the construction of the megaplex in
north Antwerp was as good as certain, Heylen countered NV Metropolis’ intentions by
publicly announcing his plans for a new Rex complex in the beginning of January 1993. The
idea was to transform the building complex that housed the cinemas Rex, Metro and two
other multiscreen complexes (see above) into one ‘multiplex’, with fifteen screens and at
least five thousand seats. The plans included a private parking garage, as well as business
and living space.76
Eric Kloeck, co-founder of Antwerp’s second multiscreen cinema, who had become Heylen’s
sole competitor in Antwerp’s inner city by the early 1990s, expressed his doubts about Heylen’s
plans. He pointed to the recent waves of closures under Heylen as well as the dilapidated condition of the Station Quarter as the main causes of the declining cinema business there. He also
did not believe in what was repeatedly brought forward by Heylen as one of the quarter’s best
assets compared to the future location of Metropolis outside of town: the cinemas’ integration
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with the city’s mass public transport system. According to Kloeck, at that time, public transport
was in a state too lamentable to be truly reliable.77
Heylen, who had once built his career by being innovative and original, increasingly showed
signs of complacency and neglectful behaviour. When asked why he would not invest in new
multiplexes, Heylen replied that he would only have to build a roof on top of the De Keyserlei
and he would have the biggest multiplex in the world.78 Heylen’s mismanagement was
commented on by many insiders as well as outsiders of his cinema group and would later be
succinctly highlighted by Metropolis’ lawyer, Jan Theunis, who claimed that because of the
mistakes of Heylen and others involved in the Rex cinema group, mistakes
which were sufficiently known within public opinion (and, amongst others, a total lack
of policies regarding film programming, personnel and investments, whereby the cinemas perished from a non-existing seating comfort and an absolute lack of visual and
auditive quality), the aspect of Antwerp’s cultural life which film could have become was
completely ruined.79
Gradually, Heylen had to close one cinema after another and sell the buildings. In public, he
suggested that the transactions were merely a way of saving money for the construction of a
new cinema complex at the heart of Antwerp. In reality, however, the wave of closures that had
haunted most of his competitors during the previous decades was now starting to catch up
with him.
In April 1993, building permission for the megaplex Metropolis, six kilometres north of the
Station Quarter, was granted by the city council, and one month later, the Bert and Claeys
Groups founded its corresponding company, NV Metropolis. Among the most important criteria for their choice of location were accessibility, low property prices, and available space. Also
relevant for the admission of the building permit was the benefit of Metropolis for the project
Punt-aan-de-Lijn (‘Point at the Line’), the most northern depot for Antwerp’s public transport
system (called De Lijn, ‘The Line’). This project was targeted at the complementary use of the
parking garage by commuter traffic during the day, while Metropolis was to provide streams of
travellers in the evenings.80
At the beginning of August 1993, when it became clear that Metropolis’ arrival could no
longer be stopped, Heylen resorted to the 1980 agreement (see above) and had NV Metropolis
summoned. He claimed a sum of 500,000,000 BEF (approximately €13,250,000) in damages
compensation, because NV Metropolis had breached their agreement. This judicial conflict
would eventually outlast Heylen’s cinema enterprise, which would be declared bankrupt one
month later. The dispute would eventually be settled in an amicable agreement in which
Metropolis was to pay Heylen and the curator of his now bankrupt business the far smaller sum
of 1,500,000 BEF (approximately €40,000).81
On 3 September 1993, Heylen’s cinema group was declared bankrupt and all cinemas had
to close immediately. For him, the Station Quarter had been the place where it all began and
where it all ended. After his bankruptcy, of the nineteen cinemas in the Station Quarter that
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were open forty years earlier, only two multiscreens were left, both operated by Kloeck. In contrast to Heylen, Kloeck seemed to welcome the arrival of Metropolis. His open attitude towards
some kind of low-key collaboration in order to make cinemagoing attractive again was shared
by representatives of Metropolis NV, who also underlined the benefits for the inner city.82
On October 17, 1993, six weeks after Heylen’s downfall, Metropolis opened its doors.
It started with ten screens on the opening day and was quickly extended by an additional fourteen
screens, offering nearly nine thousand seats. For the agglomeration of Antwerp, the opening of
Metropolis made up for Heylen’s bankruptcy, at least in terms of screens: five cinemas with a
total of twelve screens were replaced by a twenty-four-screen megaplex.
The aftermath
A survey of two hundred visitors to Metropolis in 1995–1996 showed that approximately half
had travelled more than twenty kilometres, mostly coming from Antwerp province or even from
the Netherlands. In other words, the results implied that it was not necessarily inner-city folks
that were attracted by Metropolis, but predominantly people from outside (the distance between
Metropolis and the Station Quarter is about four kilometres). When asked about the advantages
of watching a film in Metropolis as opposed to the Station Quarter, nearly half of the respondents praised easy access, and a quarter appreciated the on-site parking.83 The film offering
scored relatively low (seven percent). In contrast, three major advantages of the inner-city cinemas were the opportunities of having a good night out (by combining cinemas and restaurants),
proximity, and public transport.84 On the one hand, the outcome of the survey showed that
Heylen had highly underestimated the power of Metropolis in attracting visitors from far beyond
the multiplex’s location. On the other hand, it also confirmed what he had repeatedly emphasised: Antwerp residents appreciate the relaxing cosiness of the Station Quarter, where they can
enjoy a post-film beer in one of the countless bars or cafés at or near De Keyserlei.85
The city council, as one of Heylen’s biggest creditors, had been split regarding the question
of whether or not to collect the debts (and have Heylen go bankrupt). They realised that with the
closing down of a still quite remarkable number of cinemas, the quarter’s gastronomical and
cultural scene would suffer dramatic losses. The prime motivation of their thorough and
in-depth investigation of the consequences of the construction of a new cinema complex in
Antwerp was always to ensure the perseveration of the inner-city cinemas. In 1985, Heylen was
quoted in the financial economic magazine Trends as saying: ‘If I would switch out the lights in
my cinemas, Antwerp dies. I live on the food industry, the food industry lives on me.’86 His
prognoses as well as the concerns of the city council about the quality of cultural life in the
Station Quarter turned out to be justified.
An analysis of the causes and effects of the shifts in the location of cinema businesses in
Antwerp (after the coming of Metropolis) showed that before 1993 the Station Quarter was a
multifunctional cultural and nightlife quarter in which the high concentration of cinemas
played a vital role. After Heylen’s bankruptcy, however, the process of cultural and economic
erosion that had been haunting the Station Quarter since the 1980s deepened even further. In
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particular, restaurants suffered from the massive closure of cinemas there. Restaurant owners
and catering managers reported a loss in sales of up to seventy percent.87 Other restaurant
owners with businesses located at De Keyserlei who were interviewed for the national newspaper De Standaard spoke of between thirty and forty percent losses.88 In addition to such loss of
earnings, the closed cinemas left ugly architectural scars in the Station Quarter, increasing its
dilapidated appearance and rendering it even more of a no-go area for inhabitants and visitors
alike. In the words of Kloeck, ‘Antwerp’s Station Quarter has become a cinema graveyard which
is in the process of being annexed by the Bronx.’89
Ilse Laureyssen and Myriam Jansen-Verbeke’s study of the causes and effects of the shifts
in the location of cinema businesses in Antwerp underlined the necessity of strong involvement of the local authorities and concluded that a slowing down of the decline of the inner city,
and its eventual revitalisation, had to be based on elaborate policymaking and well-thought-out
plans.90 A report by the estate agent responsible for the sale of the building complex that
housed Heylen’s last Rex cinemas exposes the difficulties of this enterprise, such as urban
planning restrictions concerning parking space and architectural changes of inner-city buildings. While the city councillor for urban planning, Mangelschots, was initially quite reserved
about the preservation of the inner-city cinemas in the times of Heylen’s reign, he was now
very positive about, and even encouraged, the plans of a new multiplex in the Station Quarter
and eased some of the restrictions.91 At the beginning of 1995, a group of investors made a bid,
in a sealed envelope, of 335,200,000 BEF (approximately €9 million) for the building
complex.92 Apart from a multiplex, the reconstructed building was to accommodate a parking
garage and ample shopping and gastronomic space and would be presented to the public
under the name ‘Rex Center’ as homage to the cinema palace that had been there for more
than half a century. Among those interested in utilising the new cinema complex were two
international cinema chains (MGM and Gaumont), both of which had previously figured in
Antwerp’s cinema history on this very spot. Eventually, Gaumont was the one to proceed. The
demolition work of the building complex started in the last months of 1995, about the time
that Heylen passed away. In 1997, Gaumont opened a seventeen-screen multiplex with a total
of 3,650 seats right on the spot where Heylen had dreamt of opening his fifteen-screen multiplex half a decade before.93

Conclusion
The analysis of the Metropolis case allows for specific insights into changes in film exhibition
on a local level, while also making clear a number of issues on a more general level. The case of
Antwerp bears similarities with, and underlines conclusions based on, other case studies, yet
also helps in nuancing these and other conclusions.
Similar to the US and UK, the proliferation of multiplexes in Belgium effected a radical
change in exhibition structure and succeeded in getting cinemagoers back to watch more
films outside of their homes. In Belgium, the success of the Bert and Claeys Groups proved
that people had not completely unlearned the habit of cinemagoing. Bert and Claeys were
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frontrunners with regard to multi- and megaplex building, by ceaselessly investing in new
ideas and concepts and anticipating changes in urban and media landscapes. Heylen, on the
other hand, chose to invest in installing basement cinemas or in splitting up and recycling
former picture palaces, rather than investing in new cinema complexes with bigger screens
(not necessarily larger auditoriums). Heylen’s ways of boosting box-office results were mostly
short-sighted measures. Instead of attacking the problem at its roots and enticing cinemagoers back through real improvements (keeping up with the latest technical standards and offering optimal seating and viewing comfort and easy access), he kept his dwindling empire alive
by patching it up and treating symptoms instead of causes. It is here that the situation of
Heylen’s cinema group and the state of his inner-city cinemas echoes what Hanson described
for the British cinema sector in the 1970s and early 1980s as being too lamentable to enduringly boost attendances, as short-term solutions were implemented for structural problems.
Just as the British exhibition market only regenerated after a boost from outside (the American
Multi-Cinema chain), it took an outsider and investments in a megaplex to make cinemagoing
in Antwerp attractive again.
As to the discussion of cinemas’ role in revitalising degraded areas, this case study showed
that this was also explicitly put on the agenda of local authorities. Similar to what has been
observed by scholars for cities and towns in the UK, in Antwerp, local authorities were aware of
the importance of the cinemas for the viability and vitality of the Station Quarter. Here, most of
the inner-city cinemas did close on the eve of the opening of Metropolis. However, they did so
for a number of reasons, and it was not a one-way causality or simply the result of top-down
forces. Rather, the closure of most of the inner-city theatres and the arrival of the megaplex in
north Antwerp in the early 1990s were as much the product of interactions between representatives of the market and urban planners as they were dictated by the condition of the inner-city
cinemas and the demand of the local population.
The question was not if a multiplex would open in Antwerp, but when and where. The specific time and location were very much dictated by the particularities of the local market: the
poor state of the Station Quarter, which gave a multiplex situated outside the city centre the
notion of a safe haven; the poor maintenance and management of the inner-city theatres;
Heylen’s powerful position on the local market thanks to his long-time experience as an exhibitor and distributor, vis-à-vis an equally powerful group of exhibitors from outside who were
desperate to be finally getting the opportunity to bridge the gap to Antwerp’s lucrative market;
and the deep split within the local authorities between those in support of Heylen and those
against him. The case of Antwerp thus also supports arguments against the centreperiphery
dichotomy by illuminating the workings of exhibition practice on a local level, where centre and
periphery strongly interact.
Along this line, the case of Antwerp also feeds into the broader discussion regarding claims
that the multiplex killed existing inner-city cinemas. Scholars have shown that, for a number of
cinema businesses in the UK, non-multiplex cinemas with a multiplex in the vicinity can actually thrive, under the condition that they offer a comparable service. However, this would
require serious refurbishment for existing cinemas. As local authorities and exhibitors in
Antwerp stressed, and what has also been concluded from case studies in the US and UK, the
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opening of a multiplex does not necessarily have to pose a threat to inner-city cinemas, as it can
build new audiences instead of withdrawing them – provided, however, that a number of factors are safeguarded: easy access (which in the city centre is more likely to be public transport),
other leisure facilities such as shops and restaurants, good choice of films, proper maintenance
of the sites and a high level of comfort for the viewing experience. The case of Antwerp thus
also supports arguments against substitution hypotheses, showing that new exhibition
outlets (VCR, cable TV, etcetera) did not necessarily replace older ones (theatres). Films themselves had not lost their appeal, but cinemagoing had, at least in the form it had functioned in
the heyday of cinema.
Finally, on a methodological level, this chapter has again illustrated the worth of microhistories. As well as being able to put similar case studies of successful cinema entrepreneurs
together in an attempt to understand, compare and contextualise findings, the value of microhistories also consists of their ability to point to possible collisions with existing histories on a
meso- or macroscale, such as observations of the dominance of US chains blanketing Europe
with multiplexes. Obviously, this did not apply to Belgium, where Heylen and the Bert and
Claeys Groups knew how to optimally serve the market and divide it amongst themselves in
times when they were still two of the most important players in the national market. Microhistories
thus expose the workings of exhibition (and distribution) practices on a local level, thereby contributing to our understanding of transnational interactions and flows related to circulation and
consumption of films.
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